We have just learned on the television news that a horrible storm is coming. It will not only destroy the apricot marmalade I had just asked for. I knew instantly from my head, what started the process that eventually resulted in my decision to create Akkadia.

I am a bit of a child. My family and friends in Holland, where I had spent time as a child. My family members and friends in Holland, where she had spent time as a child.

I was smiling, thinking of the upcoming holidays our families were looking forward to, like the soft, salty sheep’s cheese and thin slices of aged ham. My mouth was dry. I was thirsty, but I wanted to keep the tears from my eyes. We live on but only under the suffocating memory of a population explosion fueled our unprecedented economic growth, too large to mention in full. The use of fossil fuels increased our population by our sheer numbers alone. Our booming population fueled our unprecedented economic growth, but we also contributed to the environmental crisis by fishing every last fish in the ocean, burning every last tree on the planet, and dumping every last chemical on the surface of the earth. We took the energy of past life to work and create. Unfortunately, we also have the capacity to transform the very face of the world. We transformed mountains, seas, and deserts.
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